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Abstract 
 

In this paper, R*-continuous functions and R*-compactness are introduced in ideal 
topological spaces and analyzed the relationships with continuous functions and 
compactness in general topological spaces. 
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1 Introduction and preliminaries 
 

A non empty collection of subsets of a set X is said to be an ideal on X, if it 
satisfies the following two conditions: (i) If A ∈ I and B ⊆ A, then B ∈ I; (ii) If 
A ∈ I and B ∈ I, then A∪B∈ I. An ideal space (X, τ, I) means a topological 
space (X, τ) with an ideal I defined on X. Let (X, τ) be a topological space with 
an ideal  I defined on X. For a given point x in a space (X,τ), the system of open 
neighborhoods of x is denoted by N(x) = { U ∈ τ : x∈ U}. Then for any subset A 
of X, A*(I , τ) ={x ∈ X / A∩U ∉I for every U ∈ N(x) (N(x) is the set of all open 
sets containing x)} is called the local function of A with respect to I and τ.  If 
there is no ambiguity, we will write A*(I) or simply A* for A*(I, τ). Also, cl* (A) 
= A ∪ A* defines a Kuratowski closure operator for the topology τ*(I) (or simply 
τ*)  
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which is finer thanτ. Jankovic [1] motivated many researches to generalize the 
concepts of topological spaces via ideals. By a space (X,τ), we mean a topological 
space X with a topology τ defined on X. For a given subset A of a space (X, τ), 
cl(A) and int(A) are used to denote the closure of A and interior of A respectively 
with respect to the topology τ. 
In [2], authors defined R*-perfect sets and proved that the collection of all 
R*-perfect sets of an ideal space forms a basis for a topology called R*

c-topology. 
The members of R*

c-topology are called R*-closed sets and the complements of 
R*-closed sets are called R*-open sets. The collection of all R*-open sets will be 
denoted by R*. 
 
Definition 1.1 [2] Let (X, τ , I) be an ideal topological space and A be a subset of 
X . The subset A is said to be R*-perfect if A*− A ∈ I. 
 
Lemma 1.2 [2] In an ideal space (X,τ, I), every τ*- open set is an R*-open set. 
 
Definition 1.3 [2] Let A be a subset of an ideal topological space (X,τ, I). We 
define R*-closure of the set A as the smallest R*-closed set containing A. We will 
denote R*-closure of a set A by R*-cl (A).  
  
Remark 1.4 [2] For any subset A of an ideal topological space (X,τ, I),  
R*-cl (A) ⊆ cl*(A) ⊆ cl(A). 
 
Definition 1.5 [2] Let (X, τ, I) be an ideal space and x∈X . We define R*- 
neighborhood of x as an R*-open set containing x. We denote the set of all R*- 
neighborhoods of x by R*-N(x). 
 
2 R*-Continuous functions 

 
In this section, we introduce R*-continuous function and study its properties. 
  
Definition 2.1 A function f: (X,τ, I)→ (Y, τ) is said to be R*-continuous if f -1(V) 
is R*-open set for every open set V in Y. 
           
Remark 2.2 Since every open set is R*-open set, every continuous function is 
R*-continuous. 

The following example shows that the converse of the above remark need 
not be true. 

 
Example 2.3 Let (X,τ,I) be an ideal space where X ={a,b,c}, τ ={X,φ,{a}}and I 
= {φ, {b}}. Then R* =={X,φ,{a},{b},{a,b},{a,c}}} . Define f: (X,τ,I)→ (Y,σ) 
where  
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Y={a,b}and σ = {Y, φ,{b}}by f(a) = f(b) = b and f (c) = a. Then f is 
R*-continuous but not continuous. 
 
Theorem 2.4 Let f: (X,τ, I)→ (Y,σ) be an R*-continuous function. Then the 
following are equivalent. 

(i) f: (X,τ, I)→ (Y, τ) is R*-continuous 
(ii) For every subset A of X, f (R*-cl(A)) ⊆ cl(f(A)) 
(iii) For every closed set of Y, the set f -1(B) is R*-closed set in X. 

 
Proof:  Follows from Definition 2.1. 
 
Theorem 2.5 Let f: (X,τ, I)→ (Y,σ) be a function with X is finite. Then f is 
R*-continuous if and only if for each x∈ X and each neighborhood V of f(x) , 
there is a R*- neighborhood U of x such that f(U) ⊆ V. 
 
Proof:  Follows from Definition 2.1. 
 
 As in general topology we can prove the following theorem.  
  
Theorem 2.6 A function f: (X,τ, I)→ (Y,σ ) is R*-continuous if and only if the 
graph function g: X →X × Y defined by g(x) = (x, f(x)) for each x∈ X is 
R*-continuous. 
 
                                                                                   
3  R*-compactness 

 
In this section, we introduce R*-compactness and study its properties. 
 
Definition 3.1 A collection of R*- open sets {Uα / Uα ⊆ X}is said to be an 
R*-open cover of a subset B of X if B ⊆ ∪ Uα . 
       
Definition 3.2 An ideal space (X,τ, I) is said to be R*-compact if for every 
R*-open cover has a finite sub cover. 
        
Definition 3.3 A subset B of an ideal topological space X is called R*-compact 
related to X if for every collection {Uα } of R*- open sets of X such that B ⊆ ∪ Uα  
there exists a finite sub cover.      
 
 As in general topology we can prove the following theorem. 
  
Theorem 3.4 An R*-closed subset of an R*-compact space X is R*-compact 
relative to X. 
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Corollary 3.5 Every τ*-closed subset of an R*-compact space X is R*-compact 
relative to X. 
                                                                                    
Corollary 3.6 Every closed subset of an R*-compact space X is R*-compact 
relative to X. 
                                                                                   
Theorem 3.7 Every R*-compact space is compact. 
 
Proof Since every open cover is an R*-open cover, it has a finite sub cover. Hence 
every R*-compact space is compact.  
 
Definition 3.8 A function f: (X,τ1, I1)→ (Y, τ2, I2) is said to be strongly  
R*-continuous with respect to the ideals I1 and I2 if f -1(V) is R*( I1)-open for 
every R*( I2)-open set V in Y. 
  
Theorem 3.9 Every strongly R*-continuous image of an R*-compact space is 
R*-compact. 
 
Proof:  Follows from the Definitions 2.1 and 3.8. 

 
 From the above theorem we can prove the following corollary by choosing 
I1 = I2 ={φ}. 
 
Corollary 3.10 Continuous image of a compact set is compact. 
 
Corollary 3.11 R*-continuous image of a compact set is R*-compact.  
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